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I just can’t remember the last time I was that stunned with music as I am right fucking now.
Because what Beasts of Faith has to offer is just relentlessly awesome! This stuff is sincere to
the bone, deeply rooted in the old-school formula; it is the worship of what the golden era of the
second part of the 80s was all about.  Beasts kills totally, it is 8
lethal strikes which will knock you down all but good. Really, just one track is enough to make
you kneel so you can listen to the rest like a slave. The cover song of the great 
DEATH 
(
Evil Dead
) will surely put your filthy corpse in the coffin of omnipotent lethal darkness.

  

I have been listening to this tape since the minute I got it. You know, it is like some sort of a
drug, you cannot quit listening to it, no matter what. So strong it is! And why quit, I ask you,
since this music is so enjoyable and so pleasantly surprising. Not too many bands are able to
do so. This is DEATHCULTthat makes me think metal shall never die!

  

DEATHCULT has proven that there are bands today who can bring forth amazing music and
are able to distance themselves from competition really well. Ok, I will admit  Bea
sts of Faith
isn’t anything particularly new but this music is so powerful, so passionate; 
DEATHCULT
doesn’t copy what other classic bands have come up with before. No. Their music stands for
working on these ideas so the glorious atmosphere of these years is back – and its mystical
climate can take us to the dark land of the dead.

  

You can really feel the cadaveric coldness of old crypts, with pest ridden corpses tosses around
by some infernal wind. I have to add that the tape version is top-notch, with golden layout and
strictly limited to 150copies (50 die hard and 100 regular). Destruction Records has put a lot
ofeffort to get it done right. And itis with sheer pleasure, one holds this tape in his hands.
Supreme sound quality!!! Yeah. This stuff can wake up the dead and make him pogo dance, for
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sure. Don’t forget this band – 
DEATHCULT
. Masters of horror; surely one of the best death metal demos of the recent years. Leszek
Wojnicz-Sianozęcki
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